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Explanation of the version changes - RJS Inspector 5000 Firmware 
 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 1.105 changes from the previous 1.008 (1.009 
through 1,104 not released): 

 When a Code 128 or GS1-128 bar code is scanned, if different type (as compared to the Setup 
parameter) user is given the option to modify the Setup parameter 

 Display Pass/Fail screen after final scan when set to multi-scan (2-10 scan average) 
For single scan or Continuous scan (CR2/CR3) the Pass/Fail Setup parameter determines if the 
Pass/Fail screen is displayed 

 Increased Bar/Space count value on Grading tab to 3 digits 
 For Pass/Fail parameters, use the Setup value for �Minimum Passing Grade� when calculating 

the average parameter result  
 Changed the calibration instructions and added an end-of-calibration screen 
 Changed Application Compliance results to add �W� (warning) in history for narrow bar width 
 Added the total number of combined Bars and Spaces to the Grading tab 
 Corrected Code 93 bus for �too few characters error� with bar codes encoding 5 or less digits for 

an issue if last encoded character was a stop character  
 Corrected �Intercharacter gap� to use all scans in the averaging for the displayed parameter result 
 Corrected Decode and Edge Determination error as part of Reference Decode error 
 When scanner is changed, system displays the Grade screen and the Profile is cleared  
 Added calibration dates to Status/Instruction screen 
 2D Camera with support for 1D verification only 
 Added the ability to log off from the I-5000 web server interface  

 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 1.008 changes from the previous 1.007: 

 Correct erroneous calibration expired messages displayed when in Laser (partial ISO/ANSI) 
mode 

 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 1.007 changes from the previous 1.004 (1.005 and 
1.006 not released): 

 Allow Setup Parameters, Minimum Passing Grade and Minimum Marginal Grade to be within 0.1 
of each other 

 Bar code inspections when field calibration is expired: 
 Calibration warning after every scan 
 Non-calibrated scans are not saved in Reports 
 Printing options are disabled for non-calibrated scans 

 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 1.004 changes from the previous 1.003: 

 Printer output modified to enable use of the printer feed button on the TP140A printer 
 Allow for bar code inspection when field calibration is expired: 

 Pop-up message that inspection results were captured with an out of date calibration  
 Grade tab displays yellow bars around the overall grade results to indicate inspection 

data may be invalid 
 Prohibit printing of inspection results for inspection results were captured with an out of 

date calibration 
 Reorganize Setup screen items into logical groups  



 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 1.003 changes from the previous 1.001 (1.002 not 
released): 

 Allow for an unnecessary FNC1 character at the end of GS1-128 bar codes 
 Add a Setup option �GS1-128 END FNC1� to allow or not allow an unnecessary FNC1 character 

at the end of GS1-128 bar codes 
  

The Inspector 5000 firmware 1.001 changes from the previous 0.999 (1.000 not 
released): 

 Optimize ISO15416 (2016) verification library for Defects and Decodability 
 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 0.999 changes from the previous 0.986: 

 Correct quiet zone rounding issue for ITF-14 symbology 
 Updates to the Grading tab  
 Updates to verification library for scan averaging 
 Automated recovery to resolve back light failure 
 Implement requirements for forced calibration of Auto Optic and 2D Scanners 

 
The Inspector 5000 firmware 0.986 changes from the previous 0.985: 

 Changed detection threshold used to detect CR2/CR3 Laser scanners 
 Added support for using the Laser trigger to exit low-power mode - if trigger is held scan mode 

starts after a small startup delay 
 Changed NBW calculator from a popup to a primary screen to be consistent with other sub-

screens 


